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American Tower
Fastighets Balder B
ProLogis
Sagax B
Hemfosa Fastigheter

533 536
433 200
417 222
326 880
242 600

7,2
5,9
5,6
4,4
3,3
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Investment policy
Fastighet is an actively managed equity fund which primarily invests in
companies oriented to the property sector, such as property companies, realtors
and construction companies in Sweden and internationally. The fund also has
the opportunity to invest in other companies that have predominantly real
assets, such as forest and power companies. The fund has an investment
strategy that focuses on the selection of companies within the abovementioned investment policy. The fund has a long-term investment horizon and
selects those companies that are considered to have an attractive valuation in
relation to future earnings potential. The fund complies with the fund company's
policy on responsible investment, please read more in the fund’s investment
prospectus.
Fund performance
In 2019, the fund rose by 45.3 %. The benchmark index rose by 37.1 % during
the same period.
The fund invests globally in equities that are assessed as undervalued and
investments are also made broadly across regions to give the fund a good risk
spread.
Fund performance was good throughout the year, seen in both absolute terms
and relative to the benchmark index. Holdings that contributed strongly to
absolute performance were Balder, Sagax and Corem. These holdings were also
major positive contributors in relation to the fund's benchmark index. Corem is a
Swedish real estate company with storage, logistics and commercial properties,
primarily in central and southern Sweden. Sagax is a Swedish real estate
company that is oriented to properties within storage and light industry,
primarily in Sweden and Finland. Balder is a well-diversified Swedish real
estate company with a focus on the Nordic region.
Among the companies that contributed the least to the fund’s absolute
performance were Senior Housing, Washington Prime and Wharf. The fund's
relative performance was negatively affected by an underweight in Crown
Castle and because the fund did not have holdings in Equinix and SBA.
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Market performance
The value of most real estate companies worldwide developed very strongly
throughout 2019. The market that performed best was the Swedish market.
During the year, companies had good rental growth, low vacancies and
continued access to cheap financing. In addition, prices in general continued to
rise for commercial real estate. On the Swedish market, structural transactions
or proposals for structural transactions were also carried out during the year,
among others, SBB's bid for Hemfosa.
Despite the fact that the real estate sector performed strongly in 2019, it should
be borne in mind that the sector is exposed to a variety of risk factors. Among
other things, the sector is sensitive to rising financial costs and the possible
oversupply of real estate. Real estate companies, like companies in general,
are also sensitive to a cyclical slowdown.
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Fastighet A

Other
The fund may use derivative instruments including OTC derivatives in its
investment policy. The fund may use techniques and instruments but has not
made use of the option. On 2019-09-02, fund regulations were changed such
that share classes were introduced into the fund (of which only class A is open
for trading). According to Swedbank Robur's internal rules, the lending of
securities is not permitted. There have been no conflicts of interest in
connection with the fund's investments.

Share classes
The fund has 22 share classes, of which only class A is currently open for trading. Unit class A is a non-dividend share class traded in SEK. The other share classes are
currently not open for trading. The different share classes differ in terms of fees, dividends, subscription fee thresholds, subscription and redemption currency and special
terms for distribution. The shares in a share class confer equal entitlement to the property of the fund. More information about the fund’s share classes can be found in
the Information brochure.
Basic facts
Fund net asset value, SEK ‘000
Net asset value share class A, SEK
Number of outstanding units share class A, thousands
Dividend share class A, kr per unit
Fund return closing price (incl div) share class A, %
Benchmark (incl div), %

191231
7 392 928
62,40
118 473
45,3
37,1

181231
3 867 830
42,94
90 084
6,0
5,1

171231
3 690 655
40,50
91 118
6,6
6,0

161231
3 852 819
38,00
101 381
8,2
10,4

151231
3 577 701
35,13
101 855
16,5
13,2

141231
2 996 904
30,14
99 440
35,7
39,2

131231
1 957 866
22,21
88 169
7,1
6,3

121231
1 835 672
20,73
88 568
0,63
16,7
21,7

111231
1 513 501
18,31
82 638
0,50
-4,5
-7,2

101231
1 876 097
19,71
95 166
0,51
20,6
20,7

Holdings as of 2019-12-31
Financial instruments

Marketvalue
SEK'000

Australia
Dexus Property Group (Real
estate)
GPT (Real Estate)
Mirvac (Real Estate)
show
Hong Kong
Cheung Kong Property (Real
estate)
Far East Consortium International
(Real estate)
Link Reit (Real estate)
New World Development (Real
estate)
Sun Hung Kai Properties (Real
estate)
Wharf (Real estate)
Wharf Real Estate Investment
(Real estate)
show
Japan
Ichigo Group Holdings (Finance)
Katitas (Real estate)
Kenedix (Real estate)
MCUBS Midcity (Real estate)
Nippon Prologis REIT (Real
estate)
Nomura Real Estate (Real estate)
Nomura Real Estate Master (Real
estate)
Taisei (Industrial)
show
Canada
Brookfield Renewable Partners
(Socially beneficial goods &
services)
show
Luxembourg
Aroundtown Property (Real
estate)
Corestate Capital (Real estate)
Grand City Properties (Real
estate)
show
Malta
BGP (Real estate)6
show
The Netherlands
InterXion Holding NV
(Information technology)
show
Norway
Selvaag Bolig (Real estate)
show
Poland
Echo Investment (Real estate)
show
Singapore
Capita Land (Real estate)
Mapletree Logistics Trust (Real
estate)
UOL Group (Real estate)
show
Sweden
Catena (Real estate)
Corem Property Group (Real
estate)
Corem Property Group (Real
estate)
Fastighets Balder B (Real estate)
FastPartner (Real estate)
HEBA B (Real estate)
Hemfosa Fastigheter (Real
estate)
K-fast
Klövern A (Real estate)
Klövern B (Real estate)
Nyfosa (Real estate)
Sagax (Real estate)
Sagax B (Real estate)
Wihlborg Fastigheter (Real
estate)
show
USA
American Tower (Real estate)
Americold Realty Trust (Real
estate)

% of
fund

Exposure,
SEK ’000

% of
fund

76 990

1,0

76 990

1,0

64 487
104 628
246 105

0,9
1,4
3,3

64 487
104 628
246 105

0,9
1,4
3,3

46 231

0,6

46 231

0,6

36 619

0,5

36 619

0,5

138 752

1,9

138 752

1,9

76 986

1,0

76 986

1,0

46 821

0,6

46 821

0,6

10 072

0,1

10 072

0,1

18 966

0,3

18 966

0,3

374 446

5,1

374 446

5,1

79 419
82 951
36 759
60 986

1,1
1,1
0,5
0,8

79 419
82 951
36 759
60 986

1,1
1,1
0,5
0,8

159 517

2,2

159 517

2,2

49 199

0,7

49 199

0,7

26 123

0,4

26 123

0,4

84 172
579 126

1,1
7,8

84 172
579 126

1,1
7,8

87 059

1,2

87 059

1,2

87 059

1,2

87 059

1,2

83 894

1,1

83 894

1,1

29 553

0,4

29 553

0,4
1,5

112 328

1,5

112 328

225 775

3,1

225 775

3,1

0
0

0,0
0,0

0
0

0,0
0,0

86 300

1,2

86 300

1,2

86 300

1,2

86 300

1,2

78 832
78 832

1,1
1,1

78 832
78 832

1,1
1,1

23 086
23 086

0,3
0,3

23 086
23 086

0,3
0,3

36 029

0,5

36 029

0,5

78 737

1,1

78 737

1,1

39 387
154 153

0,5
2,1

39 387
154 153

0,5
2,1

78 565

1,1

78 565

1,1

25 677

0,3

25 677

0,3

242 547

3,3

242 547

3,3

433 200
219 183
26 956

5,9
3,0
0,4

433 200
219 183
26 956

5,9
3,0
0,4

242 600

3,3

242 600

3,3

30 665
13 368
98 814
186 300
69 500
326 880

0,4
0,2
1,3
2,5
0,9
4,4

30 665
13 368
98 814
186 300
69 500
326 880

0,4
0,2
1,3
2,5
0,9
4,4

172 500

2,3

172 500

2,3

2 166 757

29,3

2 166 757

29,3

533 536

7,2

533 536

7,2

65 640

0,9

65 640

0,9

Financial instruments
Boston Properties (Real estate)
Brookfield Property Partners
(Real estate)
CBRE Group (Real estate)
Colony Capital (Real estate)
Crown Castle International (Real
estate)
CyrusOne REIT (Real estate)
Digital Reality Trust (Real estate)
Diversified Healthcare Trust (Real
estate)
DR Horton (Consumer
discretionary)
EPR Properties (Real estate)
Equity LifeStyle Properties (Real
estate)
Howard Hughes (Real estate)
Life Storage REIT (Real estate)
Mid-American Apartment Comm
REIT (Real estate)
National Health Investors (Real
estate)
National Storage Affiliates Trust
(Real estate)
ProLogis (Real estate)
Service Properties Trust REIT
(Real estate)
Simon Property (Real estate)
SL Green Realty (Real estate)
Washington Prime Group REIT
(Real estate)
WP Carey (Real estate)
show

Marketvalue
SEK'000
207 773

% of
fund
2,8

Exposure,
SEK ’000
207 773

% of
fund
2,8

179 869

2,4

179 869

2,4

187 039
6 456

2,5
0,1

187 039
6 456

2,5
0,1

94 145

1,3

94 145

1,3

92 732
171 970

1,3
2,3

92 732
171 970

1,3
2,3

10 919

0,1

10 919

0,1

33 084

0,4

33 084

0,4

Costs

191231

Management fee, in % of average fund assets*
-Share class A
Transaction costs, SEK ‘000*
Transaction costs, in % of traded securities*
Annual fee, %
-Share class A
Management fee in SEK. Savings amount 10,000
SEK*
-Share class A
Management fee in SEK. Savings amount
100/month*
-Share class A

74 062

1,0

74 062

1,0

158 142

2,1

158 142

2,1

47 479
74 095

0,6
1,0

47 479
74 095

0,6
1,0

222 183

3,0

222 183

3,0

83 901

1,1

83 901

1,1

62 944

0,9

62 944

0,9

417 222

5,6

417 222

5,6

42 135

0,6

42 135

0,6

Trading of financial instruments

223 108
73 108

3,0
1,0

223 108
73 108

3,0
1,0

8 519

0,1

8 519

0,1

168 583
3 238 642

2,3
43,8

168 583
3 238 642

2,3
43,8

Turnover through affiliated securities institutions,
%
Turnover through funds managed by Swedbank
Robur Fonder AB, %

7 260 280

98,2

0

0,0

Total financial instruments

7 260 280

98,2

Net other assets and liabilities
Fund assets

132 648
1,8
7 392 928 100,0

Total financial instruments
with positive market value
Total financial instruments
with negative market value

External comparisons

Morningstar fund
category
Morningstar fund
rating

161
9,24
191231

Turnover rate, times/year

0,2

Derivative instrument

191231

Highest derivative gross exposure, %
Lowest derivative gross exposure, %
Average derivative gross exposure, %

0,6
0,0
0,0
191231

1,9
2,8

Balance sheet

Transferable securities that are admitted to trading on a regulated
market or an equivalent market outside the EES
1
Other financial instruments that are registered for trading
on a regulated market or an equivalent market outside the EES.
2
Transferable securities which are subject to regular trading in any
other market that is regulated and open to the general public.
3
Other financial instruments which are subject to regular trading
in any other market that is regulated and open to the general public.
4
Other transferable securities that within one year from issue
are intended to be admitted to trading on a regulated market
or an equivalent market outside the EES.
5
Transferable securities that within one year from issue are intended
to be subject to regular trading in any other market that is regulated
and open to the general public.
6
Other financial instruments.

% of
fund
98,2

Assets, SEK '000
Negotiable securities
Fond units
Total financial instruments with positive
market value
Bank balance and other cash assets
Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Other Assets
Total Assets

191231
7 260 280
0
7 260 280

181231
3 587 335
62 677
3 650 013

112 782
70
21 336
7 394 467

209 437
81
9 331
3 868 861

Liabilities, SEK '000
Accrued costs and prepaid income
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Fund assets

191231
1 540
0
1 540
7 392 928

181231
852
179
1 031
3 867 830

Income and change in value, SEK ‘000
Change in value of negotiable securities
Value changes of the fund units
Interest income
Dividends
Net foreign exchange profits and losses
Other income
Total income and change in value

191231
1 881 509
34 952
1 509
163 338
1 363
770
2 083 442

181231
139 252
-15 511
445
110 775
2 673
259
237 893

Costs, SEK '000
Management costs
Interest cost items
Other financial costs
Other costs
Total Costs
Profit/loss for the year

191231
76 184
530
220
1 695
78 629
2 004 813

181231
46 719
214
212
1 299
48 443
189 449

0,0

191231

Standard deviation fund, %
Standard deviation benchmark index, %
Active share, %
Tracking error, %
Average annual yield 2 years, A
Average annual yield 5 years, A

1,25

Rounding differences can occur.
See the definitions in the glossary at swedbank.se/fonder
* Based on 12 months running.

Holdings and positions in financial instruments

Risk and reward profile

Turnover

1,25
1 656
0,04

12,7
12,8
65,4
2,2
24,1
15,7
191231

Branschfond, Real estate
5 av 5

Income statement

Change of fund assets, SEK '000
Fund assets at the beginning of the year
Unit issuance
Unit redemption
Profit/oss for the year according to the income statement
Fund assets at the end of the year

191231
3 867 830
4 951 258
-3 430 974
2 004 813
7 392 928

Other income’ includes discounted administration fees totalling SEK ‘000 34

Sustainability information
Sustainability aspects are taken into account
in the management of the fund
Sustainability aspects are not taken into account
in the management of the fund

Sustainability aspects taken into account in the
management of the fund
Environmental aspects (e.g. companies' impact
on the environment and climate)
Social aspects (e.g. human rights, workers' rights and equal
treatment)
Corporate governance aspects (e.g. shareholders' rights,
questions regarding remuneration to senior executives and
anti-corruption measures)
Other sustainability aspects

Methods used in sustainability work
The fund selects

Countries
For sustainability reasons, the fund does not invest in
companies involved in certain countries/interest-bearing
securities issued by certain states.

Other
Other
Fund company comments:
The above is applicable for direct investments in companies
and equity derivatives in companies but does not apply for
investments in index derivatives or exchange-traded funds
(ETFs).

The fund company influences

access to external analyses (Nordic Investor Services and ISS
Ethix) mainly with regard to foreign companies.
A complete list of the companies the sustainability team has been
in contact with and the general meetings and/or nomination
committees that Swedbank Robur has participated in can be
found under “Ägarstyrning” (“Owner governance”) at
swedbankrobur.se/agarstyrning.html.

Description of benchmark index
The fund's benchmark index consists of 75% MSCI World Real Estate Net, 25%
SIX Real Estate Return Index. The fund’s benchmark index is a relevant
reference in relation to the fund’s investment focus, asset classes, markets, and
in cases where it is relevant, sectors. The benchmark index's returns include
dividends and consideration of tax effects (net dividend).

Risk assessment method
The fund company measures daily the total exposure of the fund using the
commitment approach. The commitment approach calculates the fund’s global
exposure from using derivatives. This calculation involves converting derivative
positions into a comparable position in the underlying assets of the derivative.
A delta calculation is also done for options and similar. When calculating total
exposure, the fund company considers netting and hedging

Sustainability aspects crucial for selection of companies
by managers
The fund has specific and stated criteria for selecting companies
based on environmental, social and business ethics issues. Analysis
of the work companies are doing in the area of sustainability is
crucial when selecting companies for the fund.

The fund company uses its ownership to influence companies in
sustainability issues.
The fund company has contact with companies in order to
influence them in a more sustainable direction.

The fund managers take sustainability issues into consideration
Sustainability aspects are considered in financial company
analyses and investment decisions, which has a weighting but
does not have to be crucial as to which companies are selected for
the fund.

Fund company comments:

prices may fluctuate
significantly on the equity market. Material risks in
Fondbolagets
kommentar:

We have nine internal specialists in sustainability and owner
governance. The managers and fund company board are also
involved.

Concentration
risk. The specialister
limitation to only
onehållbarhet
type of business
Vi• har
totalt 9 interna
inom
och means that risk
is greater than when investing in a broader fund. The investments will be
ägarstyrning.
Specialisterna för löpande dialog med olika bolag
spread across different geographical markets, most of which are established
och/eller
emittenter
för att
påverka
dessa att vara mer hållbara
and mature
markets, which
reduces
the risk.
och
driva dem
positiv proportion
riktning. Dessutom
ärare
förvaltarna
• Currency
risk. iAen
significant
of fund assets
invested in och
securities
denominated invalberedare
currencies other
than Swedish
kronor and is therefore affected
fondbolagets
involverade
i påverkansarbetet.

Direct company influence

Other
Other method the fund applies when selecting

The fund excludes
The fund does not invest in companies that have operations in the
following products and services. A maximum five percent of
turnover in the company where investment is made can concern
business activities that are related to the stated products and
services.

Products and services

Company influence in cooperation with other investors

Portfolio risks
Equity funds normally have higher potential for long-term value growth.
However, any investment in an equity fund also entails a high risk, as share
the fund that are not fully reflected in the risk/return indicator include:

by currency exchange rate changes.
• As derivatives are used to a small extent in the fund, this affects the
risk profile of the fund to a certain degree..

Withholding tax

Fund company comments:

Fondbolagets kommentar:

We encourage advocacy within the framework of PRI (UN’s policies
for responsible investments) and together with other investors at
our own initiative.

is some
uncertainty in various
countries
toPRI
the tax
that
Swedish funds
ViThere
bedriver
påverkansarbete
inom
ramenasför
(FN:s
principer
should pay on dividends on foreign shares. Swedbank Robur monitors
för
ansvarfullaininvesteringar)
och tillsammans
med
andra
developments
each individual country
and reports and
pays
taxes according
investerare
på eget
to the prevailing
view initiativ.
at any given time. The assessment in different countries

Company influence through external suppliers/consultants

may change and Swedbank Robur will adjust the accounting and payment
according to current practice. Swedbank Robur's view is that in most cases the
fund is entitled to a reduction as per agreement, internal local law or EU law.

Cluster bombs, landmines

Fund company comments:

Remuneration
policy
Fondbolagets
kommentar:

The fund company’s comments:

Advocacy is done via two external suppliers: ISS-Ethix and
Sustainanalytics Engagement Service.

Påverkan
genomof2the
externa
leverantörer:
ISS-Ethix
och policy
The boardsker
of directors
fund company
has adopted
a remuneration
Sustainalytics
Engagement
Service.
that is consistent
with and promotes
sound and efficient risk management. The

0 %. Pertains to both production and distribution.
Chemical and biological weapons

Voting at annual general meetings

fund company's remuneration policy is also structured to counter risk taking
that is incompatible with the risk profiles of the funds managed by the fund
company. The remuneration policy always aims to counter excessive risk taking
and stimulate employees to delivery sustainable performances.

The fund company’s comments:

Fund company’s comments:

Fondbolagets kommentar:

0 %. Pertains to both production and distribution.

The fund company participates and votes at general meetings
based on the fund company's principles of shareholder
engagement.

in addition to fixed
remuneration
form of monthly salary
in cash. The
Fondbolaget
deltar
och röstarinpåthebolagsstämmor
utifrån
variable remuneration programme, “Eken”, is group wide and the individual
fondbolagets
principer för aktieägarengagemang.
performance and fund share based remuneration programme, “IPAM”, was

Nuclear weapons
The fund company’s comments:
0 %. Pertains to both production and distribution.

Participates in election committees to influence the composition
of the Board of Directors.

Tobacco

Fund company’s comments:

The fund company’s comments:
5 %. Pertains to production.
Pornography
The fund company’s comments:

The fund company participates and votes at general meetings
based on the fund company's principles of shareholder
engagement.
Other types of company influence

Production: 0 %.
Other
The fund company’s comments:
The fund does not invest in companies whose turnover consists
of over 30 percent coal production. A list of excluded companies
is available at swedbankrobur.se

International standards
The fund avoids investing in companies that are involved in
breaches of international standards and conventions concerning
the environment, human rights, working conditions and business
ethics, e.g. the UN Global Compact and OECD guidelines for
multinational companies.
The fund avoids investing in all companies identified as not
following international standards.
Companies where the fund does not see a willingness to change
or where the fund assesses that the companies will not
rectify problems during an acceptable time horizon are not
approved for investment.
Fund company comments:
When we reach the view that a company is grossly and
systematically in breach of international standards and
conventions or is otherwise involved in unacceptable activities
with respect to sustainability and/or corporate governance, we
contact them for a response. If companies exhibit a willingness
to change, Swedbank Robur can remain a shareholder, otherwise
the companies will be excluded from investment.

Monitoring of sustainability work
The fund has selected
Sustainability criteria are integrated into the normal investment
process. When investing in a new company, the sustainability work
done by the company in relation to other companies in the real
estate sector is taken into account and where necessary here, we
enter into dialogue with the Robur sustainability team and/or
obtain analysis data from external sustainability suppliers.

The fund has excluded
The fund complies with the Swedbank Robur Policy on Responsible
Investment. Daily checks have been carried out during the year to
ensure that the fund has not invested in companies that engage
in activities the fund should exclude for sustainability reasons.
The fund has not rejected any company other than for policy
reasons during the period.

The fund company has influenced
Throughout 2019, Swedbank Robur has conducted dialogues with
9 companies regarding sustainability and corporate governance.
Examples of sustainability dialogues are those that have taken
place with Prologis and Katitas. These dialogues aim to improve
both the sustainability and profitability of the companies and to
prevent and reduce serious consequences for people and the
environment.
Swedbank Robur has voted at 10 annual general meetings
of shareholders on behalf of the fund and participated on
2 nomination committees. We participate in and vote at annual
general meetings and/or participate in nomination committees
based on the fund company's principles of shareholder
engagement. We do not make use of proxy advisors, voting
decisions are made based on fund management principles for
shareholder engagement. The fund management company has

The remuneration system consists of two variable remuneration programmes,

introduced in 2017 specifically for Robur as the regulatory framework for fund
companies differs from the regulatory framework that is applied within the
group in general. The fixed portion of remuneration represents a sufficiently
large portion of total remuneration to enable setting all variable remuneration
to nil. Variable remuneration can be payable up to a maximum of 12 times the
fixed monthly salary.
Eken is a general performance and share based
Fondbolagets
kommentar:
remuneration programme and in principle, covers all employees within the
Swedbank
Group,
however
not all employees
within
the fund company, and
Fondbolaget deltar i valberedningar
utifrån
fondbolagets
consists of deferred earnings in the form of shares in Swedbank AB (publ).
principer
för56
aktieägarengagemang.
IPAM covers
employees in the fund company. IPAM consists of both cash
and fund shares. 60 % of variable remuneration is paid immediately after the
year the performance relates to, of which 50 % is paid in fund shares and 50 %
in cash. 40 % of remuneration is deferred as below, of which 50 % is paid in
fund shares and 50 % in cash. Fund shares (including deferred fund shares) are
locked in and cannot be sold for one year after being allocated.
The deferment period should reflect the recommended holding period that is
stated in the fund factsheet, however, minimum 3 years.
• For funds with a 3-year recommended holding period, the deferred element
is to be paid after 3 years, without any pro rata.
• For funds with a 5-year recommended holding, the deferred element is to
be paid over 5 years via a pro rata division (and allocated over this time as
deferred remuneration) where the first payment of cash and transfer of fund
shares are first done one year after the time the variable remuneration was
resolved.
.
The remuneration programme is structure to avoid, as far as possible, any
conflicts of interest arising. Every portfolio manager is monitored and assessed
based on all management assignments. The variable remuneration system is
followed up and monitored continually. The variable remuneration aims to
stimulate sound behaviour and desired results, and to create a healthy balance
between reward and risk exposure in the fund.
When structuring employee targets, consideration is given to the risk profile in
the funds the employee manages, the benchmark index and investment
horizon. These targets are measurable, clear and transparent. The targets also
include how well the employee lives up to company values (open, simple and
considerate).
Variable remuneration is based on the performance of the individual, which is
evaluated against performance criteria that are set at the start of each
calendar year. The evaluation is based on a combination of quantitative and
qualitative results. A prerequisite is that the financial targets are met.
Information on remuneration in line with the Swedish Financial Supervisory
Authority regulations on securities funds (FFFS 2013:9) and regulations on
managers of alternative investment funds (FFFS 2013:10), please see the fund
company website.

Remuneration amount
The combined remuneration amount paid was SEK 180 528 769, of which
SEK 18 172 738 relates to variable remuneration paid. This remuneration
covers all 238 employees.
The combined remuneration amount paid to the company’s executive
management, employees that have a material influence on the risk profiles of
the fund company/funds and that are responsible for control functions,
specially regulated personnel (SRS), 67 persons, during the year amounted to
SEK 79 562 329 excluding pension costs, of which risk takers: SEK 62 721 995

leading strategic posts: SEK 14 967 361 plus control functions: SEK 1 872 973.

Accounting principles

Auditors’ Report
To the share owners in the Swedbank Robur Fastighet.

This Annual Report has been produced in accordance with the Swedish
Securities Funds Act (2004:46), the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority’s
regulations, FFFS 2013:9 ESMA’s guidelines, and takes into account the
guidelines for reporting key ratios of securities funds and special funds issued
by the Swedish Investment Fund Association.

Valuation principles
The funds financial instruments including liabilities and derivatives are valued
at market value equivalent to the closing price on the closing day (2019-1231). If the closing day is not a trading day, the valuation from the last trading
day prior to the closing day is used. If the valuation cannot be obtained or is
misleading as so deemed by the fund company, valuation may be made
according to generally accepted valuation principles.

Annual report
Statements
As auditors of Swedbank Robur Fonder AB, company number 556198-0128,
we have performed an audit on the annual report for the Swedbank Robur
Fastighet for the year 2019, except for the sustainability information under
the headings Sustainability information and Monitoring of sustainability
initiatives.
Supervisory Authority regulations on securities funds and provides, in all
material respects, a true picture of Swedbank Robur Fastighet´s financial
position as of 31 December 2019 and of its financial results for the year, in
accordance with the Securities Funds Act and the Swedish Financial
Supervisory Authority regulations on securities funds. Our statements do not
cover the sustainability information under the headings Sustainability
information and Monitoring of sustainability initiatives.In our view, the annual
report has been produced in accordance with the Securities Funds Act and the
Swedish Financial
Grounds for the statements
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing
(ISA) and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Our responsibility
according to these standards has been described in more detail in the section
relating to the Auditor's responsibilities. We are independent in relation to the
fund management company in accordance with good accounting practice in
Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled our professional and ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our statements.
Other information
The audit of the annual report for the financial year 2018 has been carried out
by another auditor who submitted an audit report dated 5 March 2019 with
unmodified statements in the Annual Report.
Fund company responsibility
The fund company is responsible for producing the annual report and that it
presents a true picture in accordance with the Investment Funds Act and the
Swedish Financial Supervisory regulations on securities funds. The fund
company is also responsible for internal checks that it assesses as necessary to
produce an annual report that does not contain any material misstatements,
either due to irregularities or errors.
Auditor responsibility
Our aim is to achieve a reasonable degree of certainty that the annual report as
a whole does not contain any material misstatements, whether due to
irregularities or errors, and to submit an auditor's report that contains our
statements. Reasonable assurance is a high degree of certainty, but there is no
guarantee that an audit performed in accordance with ISA and generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect a material
misstatement, if such exists. Inaccuracies can arise due to irregularities or
errors and are considered to be important if they individually or together can
reasonably be expected to affect the financial decisions that users make on the
basis of the annual report.
As part of an audit as per ISA, we use professional judgement and adopt a
professionally sceptical attitude throughout the audit. In addition:
• We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement in the annual
report, whether due to irregularities or errors; we design and carry out audit
procedures, based on these risks etc., and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our statements. The risk of not
discovering a material misstatement due to irregularities is greater than for a
material misstatement due to errors, as irregularities can include actions in
collusion, falsification, deliberate omissions, the provision of incorrect
information or a breach of internal controls.
• We acquire an understanding of the part of the fund company's internal
controls that is of importance for our audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in respect of the circumstances, but not to express an
opinion on the effectiveness of internal controls.
• We evaluate the appropriateness of the accounting principles used and the
reasonableness of the fund company's estimates in the accounts and
associated information.
• We evaluate the general presentation, structure and content of the annual
report, including the information, and whether the annual report reflects the
underlying transactions and events in a way that gives a true picture.
We are required to notify the fund company of the scope of the planned audit
and orientation and the time for this. We are also required to provide
notification of significant observations during the audit, including any material
failings in internal controls we have identified.
Auditor comments on the statutory sustainability information
The fund company is responsible for the sustainability information under the
headings Sustainability information and Monitoring of sustainability initiatives
and for it being produced in accordance with the Securities Funds Act.
Our review of the sustainability information for the fund has been based on the
guidance in appropriate cases of the FAR statement RevR 12 Auditor's
statement on the statutory sustainability report. This means that our review of
the sustainability information has a different focus and is substantially limited
in scope compared to the focus and scope of an audit conducted in accordance
with the International Standards on Auditing and generally accepted auditing
practice in Sweden. We believe that our audit gives us reasonable grounds for
our statement.
Sustainability information can be found in the Annual Report.
Stockholm, 03 March 2020
PricewaterhouseCoopers AB
Peter Nilsson,
Certified Public Accountant
Auditor in charge
Martin Welén,
Certified Public Accountant

